14Y FITNESS CENTER

New Equipment Coming Later This Fall!
Endurance Treadmill

This treadmill is simple for new users but also powerful for enthusiasts.
With a precision-engineered drive system and deck that stand up to
heavy use, you can customize your run using a variety of consoles
and smart features.

Performance Ascent Trainer

The Ascent Trainer offers a full-body workout with low-impact intensity.
Patented suspension design, variable stride length and refined
ergonomics keep workouts quiet, smooth and natural, even when
incline is increased to target and tone different muscles.

Endurance Elliptical

This Endurance Elliptical is ideal for workouts of any intensity offering
low impact exercises for all fitness levels. This design minimizes noise
and friction, providing refined ergonomics to provide a smooth
and natural workout.

Endurance ClimbMill

Great for beginners and enthusiasts alike, the Endurance ClimbMill is a
smart heavy-duty machine providing a stable and secure workout.

Endurance Stepper

For a workout that’s natural and invigorating, this stepper delivers a
superior stair-climbing experience for beginners and enthusiasts alike.
Angled, independent motion mimics the feel of real stair climbing,
while large non-slip pedals provide a secure feel and a
low-maintenance belt-drive delivers smooth, quiet operation.

Endurance Recumbent Cycle

The Endurance Recumbent Cycle distributes weight and offers
excellent support for a low-impact workout. Custom-molded with
adjustable touchpoints and an agronomical sculpted seat and back
pad which provide enhanced comfort for all fitness levels.

Endurance Upright Cycle

This Endurance Upright Cycle gives beginners and cycling enthusiasts
alike the feel of a real outdoor ride. Accessible, race-inspired design
makes even long rides more comfortable than expected and it
includes a range of smart features.

Freedom Rack

The Freedom Rack breaks free from the restricted movement of
similar track machines and performs exercises that feel natural and
safe. Its technology provides simultaneous vertical and horizontal
bar movement to mimic the body’s natural strength curve, offering
the safety of a Smith Machine and the diversity of a Power Rack.
The Freedom Rack features multiple bar rack safety catches that
offer forward, rear and lower racking as well as 20 detailed exercise
placards so users can properly engage in a variety of exercises.

Magnum MEGA Half Rack

Trained for efficiency, the Half Rack provides height indicators and a
colored locking pin to make quick and easy bar-level changes. The
Half Rack can handle your toughest users and most rigorous workouts.

Versa Functional Trainer

The smart design of this functional trainer provides a remarkable range of
exercise options including incremental weight adjustment and a 1:2 pulley
ratio that make it easy to control exercise intensity and create progressions.
Everything about this functional trainer—from the multi-grip pull-up bar to
the color-coded adjustment points to the professionally illustrated exercise
placards—offers intuitive operation for users and trainers alike.

Versa Chin / Dip Assist

The Versa Chin / Dip Assist station offers a wide range of functionality.
Multi-position pull-up handles offer exercise variety, and ideally angled
dip grips encourage proper wrist placement and muscle variation.
The gas-assisted knee platform folds up for unassisted bodyweight
exercises. Clearly indicated, conveniently located adjustment points
make use intuitive and provide users with a hard stop to help prevent
injury. The knee platform features a protective top pad for stability,
while the large, textured foot platforms make it easy to get on and off.
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